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most newer vehicles are designed to use the can obd2 protocol. the can obd2 protocol is an obd2 port configuration based on obd2 that uses the can communication protocol. the
can protocol is a two-way, half-duplex, serial, asynchronous data communication protocol. it uses the same physical wires as the obd2 port used by the obd2 microchip. most of

the information is the same but with some differences in the message structure. for more information on the can protocol and how obd2 microchips use it, please refer to the can
obd2 faq.  it is important to note that not all vehicles are obd2 compatible. you can determine if the vehicle is obd2 compatible by visiting the manufacturer’s website and

checking to see if the vehicle is listed as compatible with the obd2 protocol. when the vehicle is obd2 compatible, the vehicle will have a “obd2” logo on the obd2 port, or if it is a
hybrid vehicle, the vehicle will have the obd2 logo on the hybrid port. read this when you want to install car scanner elm obd2 or an obd2 dashboard. this is the official download
for the elm327 obd2 adapter. before you attempt to install any new software on your vehicle, follow the step-by-step instructions in the following post: install the carscanner elm
obd2 dashboard software on your vehicle. the car scanner elm obd2 dashboard software is primarily designed for use with the dashboard display or head unit of your vehicle. the
software will install itself on your computer’s operating system and will be able to monitor and display the information that is sent to your vehicle through the can obd2 protocol.
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the ecu stores a number of variables that are
related to the various engine and transmission
functions. some of these variables are related
to sensors and/or computer control units that
measure things like temperature, oil pressure,
and engine coolant. other variables are used

to control transmission gear selection and
manual transmission fuel mapping. the ecu
variables can be read and written using the

obd2 protocol by means of a special connector
and an on-board diagnostic system. this

connector, sometimes referred to as the can
bus or obd ii connector, is usually located near

the steering wheel. it is a 16-pin connector
that consists of two data lines, two ground
lines, two battery lines, and one data/clock

line. if you have a remote control, the
manufacturer may have embedded a remote
control reset keystroke. typically step 1 would
be to start with the dvr powered off; you may
need to unplug it or switch it off. for step 2,
hold the recommended combination on the

remote control and power on the device. step
3 is easy; if the keystroke is accepted, the dvr

will give off an audible tone. the dvr will
rebuild itself using a default image kept on a

recovery partition, or on an eprom chip
located on the system board. the

combinations vary; check your manual if this
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